
Our company is looking for a CRM administrator. We appreciate you taking the
time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t
fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of
experience.

Responsibilities for CRM administrator

The goal of the CRM Engineer is to provide high quality technical support
reactively and proactively to a designated set of strategic CDC customers
This role will require you to accumulate, maintain, and demonstrate technical
knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics CRM and related Microsoft products as the
position is a part of the Enterprise SharePoint team at CDC
Lead efforts under direction of CRM Director to develop optimum customer
acquisition, engagement and retention strategies
Provides application users with applicable and appropriate technical support
including, but not limited to, application training and logging and tracking
identified system problems through resolution
Works with business area management, business analysts, application users,
developers and core development team to create, document and prioritize
business requirements from multiple business areas into a uniform sales
process
Supports testing process, including developing a test plan library, updating
test plans and coordinating User Acceptance Testing with system users
including data validation and reports
Creates and maintains training and help related materials on processes,
policies, and application configuration for users as applications are developed
Participates in the development of detailed project plans, schedules, and
status reports and provides updates to business leadership
Assists with strategic planning & analysis, creating and managing project
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Qualifications for CRM administrator

Will operate a PC and be required to sit for long periods of time
Minimum 1-2 years’ business experience, preferably working with systems
and data
Ability to learn quickly/self-motivated to figure things out
Creative, takes initiative, highly enthusiastic
Highly organized individual with strong attention to detail
Consulting Operations, Sales Operations or Marketing Operations preferred


